go	RAG-TIME   AND   TANGO
Eater once refrained from a description of the indescribable ;
and he alone, perhaps, could render (as only opium could con-
ceive) the ranged insanity of that demented landscape.
Seen from the sheer edge of a cliff, where the hills of Arizona
look nearly into Utah, it began and ended nowhere. That
tormented pattern could surely not be final; and one had
a sudden uneasy feeling that earthquake had paused for an
instant, that the writhing valley might resume its slow
convulsions at any moment. It was a crowded valley;
for its floor rose up into odd, decapitated summits, where mad
mountains groped for one another with discoloured buttresses.
The eye was frankly scared—even the modern eye, which
can look steadily at mountains; and that disordered scene
would have sent the Eighteenth Century, which shrank from
their horrid grandeur, sobbing in panic to its bedroom. It
had, as one looked down at it again, a queer, unfinished air,
as of a Miltonic Chaos waiting for Creation, There was a total
lack of meaning in its distorted features; heaped table-
lands looked down on nothing ; incredible aretes led nowhere.
Perhaps it was a storehouse of forgotten mountains, some-
how mislaid among the hills. Yet one had a sense that some-
thing no less Miltonic had been at work there, carving the
hollows, smoothing the steep escarpments, and squaring the
mountain-sides, Something, perhaps, had built it in an evil
mood to be a parody of Creation. Even where the blind
cliffs offered their red, striated sides with fantastic hints of
architecture, the resemblances were all pagan—Egyptian
pylons riding on Hindu temples, the towers of Babylon
crowned with pyramids, and ziggurats that ended in unlikely
minarets. Somewhere below the rioting red hills an unseen
river poured its rapids through a deep grey cleft; and once
its thin and angry whisper drifted up from where the
Colorado River, sunk out of sight a mile below, raced roaring
through the Canyon. There was no other sound; cascades
of silent stone lay in the sunlight, watching a slow dance of
shadows across the red hillsides; and thirteen miles away the
forests of the farther rim ruled on the sky a line of level green,

